
Health System Funders for Housing
Justice
Monthly Meeting Notes
June 28, 2021 | 2-3:30 ET / 1-2:30 CT / 12-1:30 MT / 11-12:30 PT

Attendees:

- James Kienker
- Rachel Krausman
- Sarah Stanislav
- Erin Jackson-Ward
- Ashley Brand
- Rachelle Wenger
- Monica Buhlig
- Jessica Jew
- Shavonda Webber-Christmas
- George Leventhal

Opening & Welcome
● Review agenda for today
● Check In:  What are you excited about this summer?

o Ashley: camping
o Erin: planning anything!
o Shavonda: Taking my daughter to school
o Rachelle: Hugs and looking fabulous
o Monica: two-week roadtrip on coast of CA
o Jessica: Having a drink outdoors by the beach
o James: Finishing house projects
o George: Going to walk the High Line in NYC
o Rachel: Traveling and seeing people
o Sarah: Visiting my family’s lake house

Reminders and Request
● June 30 - medical respite webinar
● Aug 3 - housing, substance use, and behavior health for people experiencing homelessness
● August convening

○ Ashley asked for NCRP power moves to be a part
○ How health systems are building local capacity for Medicaid billing

How can health systems apply a more strategic lens to their investments?



● Framing around cohesive set of goals to accomplish tangible outcomes
○ How are you using the community health needs assessment to develop your

funding priorities?
○ How are you using CHNA to create alignment with your grantmaking?
○ How does it help with “synchronizing” cross sector efforts?
○ How are other strategic planning processes complementing the CHNA (or not), e.g.

equity?
● Community Partnerships

○ How are you defining community in context of this intersectional work? PWLE,
payors, other funders, local elected, etc?

○ Whose needs are you centering your work around?
○ How are you thinking about who you partner with in the community and how you

partner?
○ How are you thinking about your role as a funder/partner? Funding, convening,

awareness
● Buy in from leadership and community

○ How do use the data and partnership to bring the right people to the table to focus
on your common goals?

○ How are you creating consumer-driven focus groups or committees to
engage/elevate their voice?

○ How are you engaging and communicating with senior leadership or executives to
share learning about the business case; link to “health competencies” and impact?

Discussions
● How far do CNHAs get you in going where you want to go?

○ James: our community investing is at a national level and projects are at a local level.
Creates some variance in how CHAs are implemented.

○ Jessica: As a managed care plan, we don’t do a structured CHNA but perhaps we
should. CalAIM will require a capacity building/incentive funding needs assessment
and developing a plan to address gaps in our provider network.

○ Shavonda: Don’t have a requirement to do a CHA, but maybe we should do one.
○ Systems aren’t coordinated to think about capacity building needs across sectors.
○ We need to get clear on what the public policy regulations are so that we can move

together where we understand scope of the problem of what the health equity gaps
are. States are looking at it one way, federal government looking at it another way

■ Agree with Rachelle's statement on needing clarity around Fed/State/Local
guidelines around data-sharing.  Not sure this can be solved system-wide,
but the ad-hoc process for every type of data need isn't working well.
Usually most parties are willing to share data; but there's a lot of fear/legal
concern around potential data breeches

○ Homelessness prevention - how do we focus on that as a housing system?
○ Pushing clinical leadership to be at the table -- and need to make sure that there

are two different languages being spoken about the same population/community
● Kaiser Permanente mid-Atlantic convening



○ Got people to agree on importance of regional homelessness & health approach
○ Content was good, but relationship building hard to do via Zoom
○ Will do it annually

● A funding opportunity is a good conversation starter
● Buy-in from leadership and community --wording? it’s about values and leadership

○ Need to set realistic expectations about what’s possible with investments
○ One year grants don’t accomplish this work -- 1 year is not going to help us make

sustainable change. not fair to create programs and expect sustainability after 1
year

○ I’m having a hard time unmuting so my apologies for the messaging only, but with
the 1 year funds, do you find yourself extending for second years or having to pivot
to support new projects year-over-year?

○ Yes impact requires longer term investments, but strategies and best practice
evolve so quickly it is important to allow for flexibility in projects.

○ We’re in the same boat, but starting to successfully approve 2 or 3 year grants at
deeper levels of investment. The problem is, we don’t have a contingency funding
mechanism so often pay the 2-3 years up front which also gives them more
flexibility

Next Steps
●


